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• Understand the clinical uses of SGRT
• Understand the advantages and disadvantages of SGRT for various treatment sites
• FMEA Analysis for potential failure modes for SGRT
• Provide a quick overview of upcoming TG302

Objectives



• AlignRT by VisionRT
• Catalyst by C-RAD
• Identify by humediQ

What are the advantages of SGRT?
• Sub-millimeter accuracy
• Can automatically gate the linac beam
• Non-invasive
• Non-ionizing

Overview of SGRT Options



• Serves the Charlotte, NC Metro Area
• More than 40 hospitals and 900 care locations
• More than 65,000 employees
• Largest health system in all of North and South Carolina
• 9 radiation oncology clinics with 13 linacs, 10 with SGRT
• Treating 360+ patients per day

Background on Atrium Health & Levine Cancer Institute



• Breast
• H&N
• SRS
• SBRT
• Thorax/abdomen
• Extremities
• Pelvis

Disease sites with published/presented data



• Stanley et al. JACMP 2017
• Initial setup using lasers or SGRT, followed by CBCT
• Evaluated pelvis/lower extremities, abdomen, chest/upper extremities and breast
• 6000 total fractions – 600 – 900 per treatment site per method

Patient Setup



• Why breast radiation therapy?
• Most widely published disease site for SGRT use
• Allows monitoring of breast shape and position
• Facilitates deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) for cardiac sparing during left breast RT
• Partial breast irradiation setup without daily imaging

Breast



• Shah et al. PRO 2013
• Evaluated SGRT vs skin marks for setup
• Performed dosimetric evaluation

Whole Breast Setup



• Bert et al. IJROBP 2006
• Free breathing
• Evaluated SGRT for setup for accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI)
• Compared to lasers and port films

APBI



• Chang et al. PRO 2012
• Initial setup with tattoos followed by orthogonal kV images and then SGRT
• Verification orthogonal kV imaging matching the chest wall and SGRT performed
• Evaluated laser, orthogonal imaging of the chest wall and SGRT

APBI



• Our clinic images one field every day for prone breast patients
• For initial set-up, we are alternating SGRT and laser/skin marks
• Compare shifts between SGRT and skin marks for initial set up
• Preliminary data indicates SGRT results in smaller shifts upon imaging

Prone breast



• Why use DIBH?
• Marks et al. found that RT caused perfusion defects in approximately 40% of patients within 2 

years of treatment*

• Severity of these defects was hotly debated
• Darby** et al. reported that the rate of major coronary events increased linearly with mean heart 

dose by 7.4% per Gy

DIBH

*Marks et al. IJROBP 2005 **Darby et al. NEJM 2013



• Cerviño et al. PMB 2009
• Evaluated reproducibility and stability of DIBH to develop an optimal coaching protocol
• Investigate usefulness of visual coaching

DIBH



• Gierga et al. IJROBP 2012
• Reported their experience using SGRT for DIBH left breast patients with unfavorable cardiac 

anatomy

DIBH



• Alderliesten et al. IJROBP 2013
• Compared SGRT setup to CBCT
• Captured surface images concurrently with CBCT acquisition
• CBCT matched to ribs and sternum
• Looked at SGRT ROIs consisting of both breasts or only left

DIBH



• Zagar et al. IJROBP 2017
• Prospective trial evaluating utility of DIBH for preventing cardiac perfusion defects
• 20 patients evaluated

DIBH – Clinical Results



• DIBH has been shown to reduce cardiac perfusion defects
• DIBH should be monitored
• Patients who are imaged weekly could benefit from SGRT on non-imaging days

Breast SGRT Review



• Li et al. JACMP 2013
• Evaluated open-face mask immobilization using SGRT using 10 volunteers
• Compared kV imaging and SGRT during localization of 121 fractions for 5 patients

H&N



• Wiant et al. PRO 2016
• Prospective evaluation of open face masks for H&N RT
• Monitored intra-fraction motion for open-face masks using SGRT

H&N



• Treatments with small margins and sharp dose gradients
• Allow smaller margins?
• Benign conditions or pediatric patients – reduce imaging dose
• Pediatrics or non-compliant patients – reduce margins and eliminate need for anesthesia
• Facilitate breath hold lung SBRT

Why use SGRT for SRS and SBRT?



• Li et al. Med Phys 2011
• SGRT used to verify setup at treatment angles and for motion monitoring
• CBCT used as standard for IGRT
• Compared frame-based SRS with frameless

SRS



• Cerviño et al. PRO 2012
• Frameless and maskless SRS monitored with SGRT – 23 patients
• Evaluated CBCT – SGRT agreement for setup
• Interrupted treatment if intra-fraction motion exceeded 1 – 2 mm (margin dependent)

SRS



• Pham et al. Trans Canc Res 2014
• Reported clinical outcomes for frameless SGRT guided SRS
• 163 patients with 490 lesions and 45 post-op cavities

SRS Clinical Outcomes



• Oliver et al. Adv Rad Onc 2017
• Assessed kV imaging against SGRT for single iso multi-target SRS
• Evaluated couch-rotation induced shifts

SRS



• Gierga et al. PRO 2014
• Evaluated usefulness of SGRT for extremity sarcoma patients
• MV images first fx and every 5 fx thereafter

Extremities



• Krengli et al. Radiat Onc 2016
• Compared ultrasound and SGRT for prostate patient set up, followed by MV imaging
• Over 1300 fractions recorded

Pelvis



• External – Internal Correlation?
• Glide-Hurst et al. Med Phys 2011
• Coupled SGRT with on-board flouro

Thorax/Abdomen



• Hughes et al. Radiother Oncol 2009
• Assessed correlation of surface-derived ventilatory signals with spirometry-derived signals
• Evaluated surface-derived point and surface-derived volume against spirometry

Thorax/Abdomen



• Alderliesten et al. Radiother Oncol 2012
• Captured SGRT surfaces during CBCT acquisition for lung SBRT
• Investigated accuracy of intrafraction motion detection by SGRT
• Found a difference between male and female patients with better agreement for females
• Only had single camera pod

Thorax/Abdomen



• Heinzerling et al. ASTRO 2017 abstract
• Manuscript under review
• Intra-fraction monitoring of SBRT patients
• 2 mm/2° tolerance – Intra-fraction CBCT

Thorax/Abdomen



FMEA Analysis – DIBH CW with bolus

Courtesy of Megan Bright, M.S. Presented at 2018 SGRT User Meeting.



• Manger et al. Med Phys 2015
• Of top 25 failure modes, only 1 directly related to use of SGRT

FMEA Analysis - SRS



Charges:

To review current use of non-ionizing surface imaging functionality and commercially-available systems.

To provide clinically relevant technical guidelines that include recommendations for the clinical indications of use for general patient positioning, breast DIBH, and frameless brain SRS, including potential pitfalls to avoid when implementing this technology.

To provide commissioning and on-going quality assurance requirements of surface image guided systems, including implementation of risk or hazard assessment of surface image guided radiotherapy as a part of total QM program (e.g., TG-100).

To discuss emerging clinical applications of SI and associated QA implications based on evaluation of technology and risk assessment.

Unofficial Outline

I. Introduction

II. Background 

II. A. Evolution of SI systems 

II.B. Summary of SI theory and applications

III. Current clinical applications with workflow recommendations 

III.A. Types of reference surfaces and implications for registration and positioning accuracy

III.B. Region-of-interest selection and implications for registration accuracy and temporal resolution 

III.C. Beam-hold threshold selection as a function of SI and clinical application 

III.D. Workflows for general positioning/monitoring

III.E. Workflow for CT simulation/motion management 

III.F. Workflow for motion tracking/gating

IV. Commissioning and QA implications for SI 

IV.A. Brief summary of TG-147 recommendations

IV.B. Phantom selection for SI

IV.C. Incorporating SI into existing QA program including other imaging modalities 

IV.D. QA issues unique to SI

V. Risk Assessment (TG-100)

V.A. Role of SI for risk assessment

V.B. Example of risk assessment for DIBH treatment using SI

VI. Emerging clinical applications and associated QA considerations

VI.A. Emerging applications

VI.B. Emerging clinical workflows

VII. Key recommendations

VIII. Conclusions

Timeline: Finalized Draft 1/1/2020

TG302 Update

Courtesy Alonso Gutierrez, PhD.



• Coming 2019?
• Publisher: Taylor & Francis Group/CRC Press
• Editors: Hoisak, Paxton, Waghorn and Pawlicki

SGRT Textbook



• SGRT only for initial patient set up – eliminate tattoos (some places have done this already)
• Patient identification applications
• Use intra-fraction motion data to determine margins

Future Directions



• Require patient surface to be visible – could limit types of immobilization used
• Gantry, imaging arms etc can block the camera’s view of the patient
• Surfaces without much variation can be challenging to track
• Surface is not always a reliable surrogate for internal tumor position
• Potential mismatches in surfaces generated from a CT dataset and that reconstructed by SGRT

Disadvantages of SGRT



• SGRT is an attractive option for patient set-up and intra-fraction monitoring
• Can be used for almost any treatment site
• Uses visible light – no additional dose to the patient
• Sub-millimeter accuracy is achievable
• Surface – internal correlation is still under investigation 

Conclusions
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